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Chapter 8 Chevrons
Your guide to

The law and how to protect your fleet vehicles.

What is Chapter 8?

Which vehicles are affected by Chapter 8?

Chapter 8 refers to the section of the ‘Road Traffic Manual’, released by the 
Department of Transport, that relates to Traffic Safety measures for Roadworks 
and Temporary situations.

Part 2 of this chapter, ‘Operations’, deals with ‘General Vehicle Issues’ with 
guidelines referring to the conspicuity of vehicles. Chapter 8 is a very detailed 
document, so we have put this simple guide together containing the essentials 
you need to know.

The guidelines state that every vehicle, from small cars to commercial vehicles, 
should be fitted with ‘High Visibility Markings’ if they are stationary on a 50+ mph 
road for purposes of work or inspection.
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What do these ‘High Visibility Markings’ include?

Firstly, any vehicle working on the highway should be a conspicuous colour, 
either White or Yellow, although Silver is now commonly accepted. 

Rear Chevron markings of alternative retro-reflective red material and non-
reflective but fluorescent yellow material, with the width of each strip being 
no less than 150mm. Each strip should be inclined at 45°-60° and pointing 
upwards. These chevron markings should cover as much of the rear of the 
vehicle as possible without obscuring windows, registration plates or vehicle 
lighting. 

If vehicles are carrying out maintenance on roads, then an additional sign 
is required reading ‘HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE’, if the work is strictly on 
motorways then ‘MOTORWAY MAINTENANCE’ is accepted. This text must 
be a minimum of 70mm high for temporary traffic management vehicles and 
140mm for vehicles carrying personnel or equipment.

A strip of yellow micro-prismatic grade reflective material, no smaller than 
50mm wide must be fitted along the sides of the vehicle.

Red retro-reflective tape must be applied to the rear facing edge of all 
opening doors, equipment lockers and guard rails, we call these small 
stickers ‘Lozenges’ and fit two to each appropriate edge.



This term refers to the way Fleet Design chevron 
kits are manufactured and fitted. ‘Flooded’ means 
that the entire section of the panel is covered in the 
yellow fluorescent vinyl. The reflective red sections 
are then installed on top of the yellow material. 

What is ‘Flooded Yellow’?

 » When the chevron kit is removed, the yellow vinyl will normally come away 
from the panel without leaving adhesive residue behind and will also come 
away in one piece. Compared with reflective red vinyl, which will normally 
break up into little sections and leave adhesive residue on the panel. With Fleet 
Design Flooded kits, only the yellow material is in contact with the vehicle as 
the red material is placed on top of the yellow sections

 »  Installing one large piece of yellow vinyl pre-cut to the shape of the panel, 
instead of individual strips in-between the red pieces saves time and is also a 
lot easier to line up correctly on the panel for a perfectly neat finish.

 » In our experience the Flooded is the superior option and therefore the only 
option we offer.  To manufacture a flooded kit uses twice the amount of yellow 
material than it would if it were individual strips, therefore increasing our cost. 

 » This is an important factor when comparing different kits on the market, 
as Fleet Design kits save costs overall when labour time is taken into 
consideration.

Easy to FitCost Saving Quality Guarantee
£
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The short answer here is no, but let us explain why:

As leading professionals in our industry, we research, test and inspect every 
product we launch into the market, putting our customer’s needs at the 
forefront of any decision we need to make. 

So instead of offering various materials of varying quality and cost, we offer the 
products that are proven in our regular testing processes. Most importantly, 
Fleet Design chevron kits and side reflective tapes meet the requirements of 
Chapter 8 and ECE104. (EU regulations that apply to trucks and trailers).

Our Fluorescent Yellow comes with the longest anti-fade guarantee on the 
market of 3 years, while our Prismatic reflective red material has an exceptional 
7-year guarantee.

  

Do Fleet Design offer me a selection of materials?

What is meant by ‘Engineering Red’ & ‘Prismatic Red’?

 » Prismatic grade (sometimes called Diamond grade) reflective red is the 
preferred material, due to its higher reflectivity values. It is required for all 
vehicles working on motorways. 

These two terms refer to the different types of 
reflective red material available. 

 » Engineering grade red is the lower cost option 
and generally accepted if the vehicle is working on 
roads that aren’t Motorways. It is a ‘flat’ reflective 
vinyl that is less reflective than the prismatic option 
but still offers great reflective properties.



Fleet Design has an extensive library of Chevron kits for a wide variety of 
vehicles. All our products are manufactured in the UK, so we can usually 
dispatch the same day as your order.
Our expert team also offer a dedicated design and template service for all 
vehicles we don’t have pre-templated. We also offer these services for bespoke 
projects or unusual vehicles. 

Fleet Design’s online shop makes it easy, with an online chat service available 
to answer any queries you may have. We offer the UKs fastest turnaround 
usually next day if ordered before 2.00 pm.
We are very happy to discuss trade terms for multiple orders and set up trade 
accounts for regular orders.

How can Fleet Design help me further?

Need to order Chevron kits?

Need to know more? 

Please call to speak to one of our expert account managers to gain an 
understanding of your requirements and offer you the best advice in the 
industry.

Experienced 
Team

Quality
Guarantee

Free 
Quote

Fast
Delivery

In-House
Design

01952 350410
www.fleetdesign.co.uk 
sales@fleetdesign.co.uk 

Get in touch to see how we can help:
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Contact us 
01952 350410
www.fleetdesign.co.uk
sales@fleetdesign.co.uk

Fleet Design UK
Unit 5, Tweedale Court
Industrial Estate, Telford, 
Shropshire TF7 4JZ

Legal Disclaimer: All information contained in this guide is provided for informational purposes only and are 
intended to simplify official legislation at the time of publication. Fleet Design have assured the accuracy of 
all information within but it should not be construed as legal advice on any subject matter. Please refer to the 
Department for Transports official website for further guidance: www.dft.gov.uk


